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3.11 Free-Electron Laser and Related Quantuni Beams 

Eisuke 1. MINEHARA 

FEL Laboratory at Tokaiラ AdvancedPhotonResearch Center， 

Kansai Research Esrablishment， Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute 

2・4Shirakata shirane， Tokai， Naka， Ibaraki 319・1195JAPAN 

Past， present and future developmental programs of the JAERl super-conducting rf linac-based FELs and 

light sources with and without energy recovery have been discussed and introduced briefly. The JAERl FEL 

group has successfuIly discov併 出 ? 組drealiz倒的自 brand-newFEL凶 ingmode of 255fs ultra fast pulse， 6-9% 

high-efficiency， one GW high P昭総 power，a few kW average power， and wide制nabilityof medium and far 

infrared wavelength regions at the same time. Using the new lasing， we could realize a powerful and efficient 

free-electron laser (FEL) for industrial uses near future. In order to realize such a tunable， ultra-short-pulse， 

high avera察官d-powerFEL， we have needed the efficient and powerful CW FEL driver of the JAERl compact， 

S凶nd-alo附加dzero-boil・off側関r-conductingrf Iinac with an energy-recovery geometry. The JAERI energy-

recovery and/or super-conducting rf linac driver ha島周凶 developedto use as an industrial electron irradiator， 

and millimeter-wave， f:現rーinfrared，mid寸nfrared，near-infrared and shorter waveleng廿1quantum beam sources. 

Keywords :Free-eiedron laser， Ultr蹟-short肘酬e，姐ighpeak and average power， Super-conducting .rf 

li帥副島列。トW例閣闘p拘W回開削pe開制reoper制問民 electro関 irr胡diator，quantum beam sources 

l.Introductio悶

ln order to realize a tunable， highiy也市cient，high av臨ragepower， high p眼目kpower and Illtra-short pulse 

仕ee・elec廿onlaser (FEL)，偽記 JAERIFEL group ha<; developed an industrial FEL driven by a compact， stand-

alone組 dzero-boil-off super司 ωnductingrflinac [l} wIth an energy-recovery geom凶 y. The JAERl F邑L

group. has tried to批 velopa compact， stand-alone and zero・boiloffsup町田conductingrf Iinac・basedFEL with 

and without an朗自rgy-recoverygeometry. The JAERI cryogenics will be臥 plainedbriefly， and the印刷re

directions and plans itemIzed. 

Original strategy to develop the industrial FELs at JAERI consists simply of three steps， the first of 

making a highly efficient and high power FEL driver using an rf super-conducting technology， the second of 

demonstrating a powerflll FEしlasingusing the driver， and the third of increasing an total system efficiency 

using a beam-energy recovering“ After we found the new FEL lasing mode of high efficiency in the beginning 

of 2000 [2]， we modified slightly the original， and added a new path to the old in the third step to develop and to 

realize the industrial FELs using the new lasing mode. The new path using the new efficient lasing wiI1 be 

discussed briefly・ Now，the JAERl energy-recovery and/or superconducting rf linac driver wiIl be usable for 

producing a variety of quantum beams from milimter wave to gamma-ray， electron and other charged and 

neutral pa目icles.

2.JAERI FEL Cryogenics 
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As each module of the super-conducting rf linac has its own shield cooler and licjuid He re-condenser， it 

independently stands alone without any cryogenic liquid coolant outside the module. The zero-boil off 

cryostat for a super-conducting rf 

linac has been first designed and 

developed for the JAERI FEL since 

the beginning of the program in 

1989. The JAERI zero-boil off 

cryostat has duplex heat shields， 

and the 20Kl80K shield-cooler and 

4K He・recondenser refrigerators 

integrated into the cryostat vacuum 

vessel. Unlike super-conducting-

magnet cryostats， the super-

conducting rf linac cryostat has 

intrinsically large heat invasion 

through many heat bridges‘ Heat 

economics in the cryostat has been 

optimised to minimize the heat 

invasion adopting a finite-element 

method of temperature distribution 

calclllation in the 這ryostaL

Calculated and measured stand-by 

losses to be about 4.5W at the 

JAERI cryostats are consistent with 

JAERI SC-FELs Program and Steps 

Ideal SC Linac Driver for 1990←ー 1996 r lU.，，，， .，，'"' ~': 
岡山 100kW 
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each other， and the zero-boil off one lIslIally 削除 around80% ofthe loss in the conventional one. 

2017 
Figure， JAERI SC-FEL Program and Steps. 

A compact 4 K He4 GM-JT (Gifford-McMahのnrefrigerator with JOllle-Thomson expansion valve) gas 

c¥osed-loop refrigerator was introdllced to realize a stand-a¥one and zero・boiloffsuperconducting linac using 

500MHz UHF band cavities. Cooling efficiencies ofthe liquefier is about 30% higher than the GM-JT 

recondenser. Ifthe Iiquefier efficiency inc¥udes transferring losses， both liquefier and recondenser have nearly 

the same. The capital cost ofthe liquefier and coolant transferring system is nearly the same with or slightly 

cheap日rthan th日GM-JTrefrigerator as long as the system capacity is as small as the JAERI syst日m.

We have introduced th恒 8W4K refrigerator for the Japan Railways' Maglev train， and modified it to an 

11 W one to cool down our cavity cryostats about 15 years ago. We could sllccessflll¥y keep running the whole 

system over these 10 years. There have been successfully nO trouble and no malfunctioning in the 4 shield 

coolers for about 10 years up to now， and no dry up of Iiquid He in the 4 modules. We could successfully and 

routinely rUn the system without any trouble for 355days or 500days. 

The compact， stand圃 alone，zero-boil-off cryostat， and non-stop cooling operation with no warm-up or very 

long maintenance interval except for a qua同erhour of maintenance every one and halfyears will completely 

solve a large number of operational problems. We plan to perform a cold maintenance in exchanging a 

displacer unit ofthe shield coolers and to keep the whole cryostat cool without de-conditioning the super-
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conducting cavities. We have performed the cold maintenance 6 times over a few months as an aging test of 

the cold maintenance including air leak accidents. Because we have not found any accumulated contamination 

or dirt， and resultant instabilities and malfunctioning in the cooler， we expected we could keep the module and 

linac cold over a few tens ofyears. 

3.Novel Ultra short-Pulsed and Highly-Efficient Lasing Mode 

A novell日singmode has been discovered to realize ultra-short pulsed and highly efficient lasing in FELs 

at the JAERI FEL in the beginning of2000 [2]‘As th白world-highest2.34kW average power and about 1 GW 

peak power were ob切inedat JAERI FEしAswell known that an F犯Lconν己rsionefficiency from th巴beam

power equals with 1/2Nw where Nw stands for自己 numberof w iggier periods， it is naturally understood that the 

F己し告fficiencywill become large ifNw will beωme small by another novel mechanism. There have been 

expected to be effectively small number ofthe period， and efficient a丘町theFEL saturation because of some 

pulse shortening and spiking mechanisms. As reported that pulse width ofthe new mode was measured to be a 

few cyc怜 lasingof3.4 cycle and 255 fs at 22.4 micron [2]， the high efficiency of 6-9% is consistent with 

I/2Ncyde wher由民ιyclestands for the number of cycle over the ultra short pulse FEL width‘ Ifwe can find some 

mechanism and succeed to realize the smaller cycle numbered lasing than the 3.4 cycle， the higher FEL 

efficiency from the beam power can be feasible to convert almost the whole beam power to the FEL power. 

The new lasing can open up new possibilities in FEしscienceand technology that we can drastically increase 

an FEL conversion effici阜ncyand the FEL peak and average pow日rfrom the electron beam power， to realize an 

ultra-short and a few cycle四 Lpulse， and to under糊 ndt附 newFEL lasIng mechanism. 

4.En睦rgyRecoverγFELs at JAERI 

The energy recovery circular loop at the JAERI FEL has been under commissioning仕omDecember 

2001 after one・yearconstruction. The 360-degree circular energy recovery geometry has been planned and 

used for academic facilities like an X-ray F巳Land a Iight source to produce so食andhard X-rays ranging 

仕om10 to 0.01 nm. Another energy recovery geometry and conceptual explanation have a 180・degree

isochronous bending magnet to decelerate the electron beam anti-parallel with the acceleration direction. 

The 180・degreeone can accept and recover the lower energy electron beam than a few MeV because 

nearly no velocity difference can be occurred between the deceleration and acceleration. 

The JAERI plans to make a prototype for the industrial FELs using the 180・・degreegeometry 

because the ref1extron h出 intrinsicallyseveral better features discussed above to rea¥ize an ideal energy 

recovering FELs near future. 

5. Industrial Free-Electron Lasers 

Market requirements for the industrial Feels from the users should be discussed brief1y here， and itemized 

for each category to check how much they can be fulfilled before the FEL businesses would be started. They 

are tentatively itemized here， for examples， costs， reliability， compactness， easiness in the production， operation 

and maintenance， the operational and maintenance intervals， fulfilment for radiation safety code， pressure vessel 

code， other official regulatory rules and so on. 
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The capital， operational， and maintenance costs for the industrial FELs should be minimized as low as the 

costs for existing and future conventional laser systems. Compactness of the FEL is very important because 

the FELs used in the factories， schools， hospitals and other small facilities must be fitted into a tabletop sized， or 

a truck-cart or trailer sized space being available in th巴sesmall buildings. In addition to them， we can easily 

find other important requirements of readiness to use any time， easiness to use， no specialist required in the 

operation and maintenance， safety in the operation and maintenance， very long maintenance intervals， and no 

regulations from any legal and official codes and rules. Most of them have been replied positively by the 

JAERI cryogenics design concept and others up to now [2]. 

6.lndu邑tri踊 FEL事ne曲rFut闘re

Four industrial FEL models having the 180degree (reflextron) geometry are under consideration at JAERI. 

Three ofthem are infrared FELs， and the forth ultraviolet FEL. The far-infrared FEL (FIR FEL) ranging from 

200 to 50micron wavelengths uses the 500MHz UHF band cavity of 5-1 OMe V electron energy with the 

reflextron energy recovery geometry. The smallest model ofthe industrial FIR FEL will be made to perform 

an FEL higher power demonstration than 100kW or 1 MW， to produce an intense Compton-backscattering 

gamma-ray fluxofabout 10MeVin synchrotron Iight sources， to image foreign materials inside foods， grain， 

fruits and powder as non-destructive testing and inspection， custom inspection， and so on. 

A mid-infrared FEL (MIR FEL) ranging from 50 to 8micron wavelengths will use the 500MHz UHF band 

cavity of 12-24MeV日lectronenergy with the refle計rongeometry. Possible and typical applications are 

expected to b日lar望。・scal官dphotochemical proces思in与 m信dical，pharmacy， rare-m現terialseparation制 dso on. 

A near infrared FEL作J1RFEL) ranging from 12 to 2microll uses的自抽me500MHz cavity of24-48MeV 

el田 tronbeam en思rgywith the retl開 tron. A 10 or 20kW industrial FEL whIch can lase at around a fiber-

transmittable wavelength of 1.3・1.55micronwill be very useful to transmit their power to a pin-pointed position 

in a distant area from the FEし TheFEL will be widely used in the many factories like a shipyard， automobile 

factory， civil engineering and so on. Possible large-scale applications in nuclear industry have been discussed 

recently fromthe laser cutting for the nuclear reactor decommissioning like the reactor pressure vessel and 

container steel walls， stable and radio isotope enrichment， fiber-transmittable light and heat sources， and so on. 

An ultraviolet FEL (UV FEL) ranging仕'om0.3 to 0.1 micron wavelengths will be planned to use an S or 

L band cavity of200・300MeVelectron energy with the reflextron geometry. The FEL will be applied to 

Iithography， photochemical processing， polymer surface modification， optical mass spectrometer， and so on. 
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